The LG WashTower Compact is an innovative vertical laundry solution that can be installed in the laundry room. Plus, vent installation is not required in dealerscope, with three special awards chosen by individual editors.

LG UltraGear 45GR95QE is the world’s first OLED 240Hz gaming monitor. It boasts an adjustable stand that tilts and swivels as well. While 21:9 800R curvature maximizes immersion with a large screen. It guarantees an adjustable stand that tilts and swivels as well.

LG InstaView Combination Double Wall Oven with Steam Sous Vide & Fry: The LG InstaView Combination Double Wall Oven with Steam Sous Vide and Air Fry offers unparalleled capacity and multifunctional cooking options. With InstaView, users can easily check on the status of their food with just a quick knock while illuminating the window to see inside without letting heat escape. Plus, steam cooking in the oven evenly distributes moisture that perfectly matches the true connection system to feed that golden crust outside and tender inside while steam sous-vide allows users to create restaurant quality meals at home. With air fry it builds the oven, homeware can prepare crispy and flavorful food with no preheating required and no need for another gadget on your countertop.

Hismane Mini Projector Cube C1: Introducing Himane’s all new portable category of Laser Cinema, the Mini Projector Cube C1 offers the largest screen size to date 150 inch. Radiating a 4K UHD, C1 delivers a vivid, immersive movie theater picture room to room and even outdoors. The C1’s small size allows for easy transport, while its ease of setup creates endless opportunities for La-Wi With Dolby Vision and HDR10 to further enhance the 4K UHD picture, portable picture has never looked better, while the addition of Dolby Atmos audio creates an equally immersive soundscape. With Himane’s biggest screen size and only portable setup, C1 creates more viewing flexibility than ever before — all at a competitive price.

Samsung Bespoke 4D Flex with Family Hub Refrigerator: Samsung’s Family Hub Refrigerator will be available as part of its Bespoke 4D Flex line-up, which means you can customize your refrigerator by mixing and matching panel colors and finishes based on your personal style and home aesthetic. The refrigerator’s HD display has been increased to an expansive 32 inches and is integrated seamlessly into the hinge of a sophisticated look that aligns with Samsung’s Bespoke design. The Bespoke 4D Flex with 32-inch Family Hub is also paired with a flex fascia features that make managing food storage and your smart home easy and convenient.

LG UltraGae 45GR95QE: The LG UltraGae 45GR95QE is the world’s first OLED 240Hz gaming monitor. It boasts an adjustable stand that tilts and swivels as well. While 21:9 800R curvature maximizes immersion with a large screen. It guarantees an adjustable stand that tilts and swivels as well.

LG InstaView Combination Double Wall Oven with Steam Sous Vide & Fry: The LG InstaView Combination Double Wall Oven with Steam Sous Vide and Air Fry offers unparalleled capacity and multifunctional cooking options. With InstaView, users can easily check on the status of their food with just a quick knock while illuminating the window to see inside without letting heat escape. Plus, steam cooking in the oven evenly distributes moisture that perfectly matches the true connection system to feed that golden crust outside and tender inside while steam sous-vide allows users to create restaurant quality meals at home. With air fry it builds the oven, homeware can prepare crispy and flavorful food with no preheating required and no need for another gadget on your countertop.

Hismane Mini Projector Cube C1: Introducing Himane’s all new portable category of Laser Cinema, the Mini Projector Cube C1 offers the largest screen size to date 150 inch. Radiating a 4K UHD, C1 delivers a vivid, immersive movie theater picture room to room and even outdoors. The C1’s small size allows for easy transport, while its ease of setup creates endless opportunities for La-Wi With Dolby Vision and HDR10 to further enhance the 4K UHD picture, portable picture has never looked better, while the addition of Dolby Atmos audio creates an equally immersive soundscape. With Himane’s biggest screen size and only portable setup, C1 creates more viewing flexibility than ever before — all at a competitive price.

Samsung Bespoke 4D Flex with Family Hub Refrigerator: Samsung’s Family Hub Refrigerator will be available as part of its Bespoke 4D Flex line-up, which means you can customize your refrigerator by mixing and matching panel colors and finishes based on your personal style and home aesthetic. The refrigerator’s HD display has been increased to an expansive 32 inches and is integrated seamlessly into the hinge of a sophisticated look that aligns with Samsung’s Bespoke design. The Bespoke 4D Flex with 32-inch Family Hub is also paired with a flex fascia features that make managing food storage and your smart home easy and convenient.

LG UltraGae 45GR95QE: The LG UltraGae 45GR95QE is the world’s first OLED 240Hz gaming monitor. It boasts an adjustable stand that tilts and swivels as well. While 21:9 800R curvature maximizes immersion with a large screen. It guarantees an adjustable stand that tilts and swivels as well.

LG InstaView Combination Double Wall Oven with Steam Sous Vide & Fry: The LG InstaView Combination Double Wall Oven with Steam Sous Vide and Air Fry offers unparalleled capacity and multifunctional cooking options. With InstaView, users can easily check on the status of their food with just a quick knock while illuminating the window to see inside without letting heat escape. Plus, steam cooking in the oven evenly distributes moisture that perfectly matches the true connection system to feed that golden crust outside and tender inside while steam sous-vide allows users to create restaurant quality meals at home. With air fry it builds the oven, homeware can prepare crispy and flavorful food with no preheating required and no need for another gadget on your countertop.

Hismane Mini Projector Cube C1: Introducing Himane’s all new portable category of Laser Cinema, the Mini Projector Cube C1 offers the largest screen size to date 150 inch. Radiating a 4K UHD, C1 delivers a vivid, immersive movie theater picture room to room and even outdoors. The C1’s small size allows for easy transport, while its ease of setup creates endless opportunities for La-Wi With Dolby Vision and HDR10 to further enhance the 4K UHD picture, portable picture has never looked better, while the addition of Dolby Atmos audio creates an equally immersive soundscape. With Himane’s biggest screen size and only portable setup, C1 creates more viewing flexibility than ever before — all at a competitive price.

Samsung Bespoke 4D Flex with Family Hub Refrigerator: Samsung’s Family Hub Refrigerator will be available as part of its Bespoke 4D Flex line-up, which means you can customize your refrigerator by mixing and matching panel colors and finishes based on your personal style and home aesthetic. The refrigerator’s HD display has been increased to an expansive 32 inches and is integrated seamlessly into the hinge of a sophisticated look that aligns with Samsung’s Bespoke design. The Bespoke 4D Flex with 32-inch Family Hub is also paired with a flex fascia features that make managing food storage and your smart home easy and convenient.

LG UltraGae 45GR95QE: The LG UltraGae 45GR95QE is the world’s first OLED 240Hz gaming monitor. It boasts an adjustable stand that tilts and swivels as well. While 21:9 800R curvature maximizes immersion with a large screen. It guarantees an adjustable stand that tilts and swivels as well.
OSIM uThrone Gaming Massage Chair

The OSIM uThrone Gaming Massage Chair is the first of its kind - the world’s only gaming chair with innovative, patented massage technology combined with an ergonomic design and gamer-focused features. OSIM’s uThrone Gaming Massage Chair is an all-in-one solution engineered to cater to every gamer’s total well-being. Prolonged sitting from gaming all day to working from home, can cause discomfort and strain throughout the body – even with an ergonomic chair. As more people spend time at home, it’s vital to have the correct equipment. It’s reported that 80 percent of gamers said as ache-free and relaxed body would enhance gaming performance.

Samsung HW-G60 Soundbar

Samsung’s HW-G60 Soundbar is a premium, compact all-in-one audio experience that can be enjoyed from the comfort of a chair or couch. Designed to support the growing community of gamers, Samsung’s HW-G60 Soundbar gives players an alternative to wearing headphones and microphones. Innovative, it integrates features not found in most soundbars, including four microphones that effectively isolate and amplify users’ voices for virtual assistant functionality, as well as in-game chat while gaming. HW-G60 also leverages its own collection of voices to provide multi lingual user feedback. Combining virtual Dolby Atmos sound with hybrid beamforming speakers, echo-canceling microphones, and ambient lighting, HW-G60 serves as a powerful companion for games, voice chatting, and even control smart IoT devices with an integrated SmartThings hub.

Epson EpiqVision Ultra LS800 4K PRO-UHD

Epson’s EpiqVision Ultra LS800 is a 4K PRO-UHD Ultra Short-Throw 3-Chip 3LCD Smart Streaming Laser Projector equipped with proprietary 4K PRO-UHD and 3-chip 3LCD technology, as well as UHD 5.2 million points of color and white brightness and full 1080p HD video processing. The Epson EpiqVision Ultra LS800 combines an advanced ultra short-throw lens with a laser array light source to produce vivid colors and deep black. The Epson EpiqVision Ultra LS800 also supports 4K HDR content with a refresh rate of 60 Hz and comes equipped with a dedicated HDMI port for gaming supporting 1080p/60 Hz signals. Integrated with the latest Android TV interface with built-in Google Assistant and an exclusive virtual surround system by Yamaha, the Epson EpiqVision Ultra LS800 delivers the ultimate immersive performance while streaming.

Denon’s Induction Cooktop

Samsung’s Induction Cooktop brings more power, efficiency and style to the kitchen with a 7,400W Power Burner and Flex Plus Zone that provide a faster and more efficient way to cook your meals. The Induction Cooktop is designed to heat cookware – not the cooktop or anything on it – so it’s safer to use than traditional radiant heating and is easy to clean. It’s engineered to deliver even more color contrast and detail to the big screen. The L9H ensures consumers never have to sacrifice all of the features they expect from a traditional TV.

OSIM uDream Pro Well-Being Chair

The OSIM uDream Pro Well-Being Chair is the only well-being chair delivering an immersive VR experience with patented massage technology, allowing users to de-stress through all five senses. The OSIM uDream Pro allows users to measure, monitor, and manage stress through AI-powered technology, using the latest electrocardiogram (ECG) technology with biosensors that interpret tension signals in the body – unlike traditional massage chairs.

OSIM uDream Pro Well-Being Chair

Users can choose any of the four auto-massage programs to better target pain points. It’s reported that 88 percent of gamers said an ache-free and relaxed body would enhance gaming performance.

Samsung’s L9H TriChroma Laser TV

Hisense L9H TriChroma Laser TV

This year, Hisense’s award-winning L9H Series has even more advancements, upping the game and pushing boundaries. The L9H Series’ triple-laser light engine, TriChroma, is enhanced through Dolby Vision capabilities of Laser TV. The L9 Series’ triple-laser light engine, TriChroma, is enhanced through Dolby Vision and an exclusive virtual surround system by Yamaha, the EpiqVision Ultra LS800 delivers the ultimate immersive performance while streaming.

OSIM Smart DIY Massage Chair

OSIM’s Smart DIY Massage Chair provides an enhanced massage, targeting all areas of the body – especially the ability to adjust to be 31° better to target pain points. Users can choose any of the four auto-massage programs to target specific areas.

The OSIM uDream Pro Well-Being Chair is the only well-being chair delivering an immersive VR experience with patented massage technology, allowing users to de-stress through all five senses. The OSIM uDream Pro allows users to measure, monitor, and manage stress through AI-powered technology, using the latest electrocardiogram (ECG) technology with biosensors that interpret tension signals in the body – unlike traditional massage chairs. 

Epson EpiqVision Ultra LS800 4K PRO-UHD

Epson’s EpiqVision Ultra LS800 is a 4K PRO-UHD Ultra Short-Throw 3-Chip 3LCD Smart Streaming Laser Projector equipped with proprietary 4K PRO-UHD and 3-chip 3LCD technology, as well as UHD 5.2 million points of color and white brightness and full 1080p HD video processing. The Epson EpiqVision Ultra LS800 combines an advanced ultra short-throw lens with a laser array light source to produce vivid colors and deep black. The Epson EpiqVision Ultra LS800 also supports 4K HDR content with a refresh rate of 60 Hz and comes equipped with a dedicated HDMI port for gaming supporting 1080p/60 Hz signals. Integrated with the latest Android TV interface with built-in Google Assistant and an exclusive virtual surround system by Yamaha, the EpiqVision Ultra LS800 delivers the ultimate immersive performance while streaming.

Samsung’s Induction Cooktop

Samsung’s Induction Cooktop brings more power, efficiency and style to the kitchen with a 7,400W Power Burner and Flex Plus Zone that provide a faster and more efficient way to cook your meals. The Induction Cooktop is designed to heat cookware – not the cooktop or anything on it – so it’s safer to use than traditional radiant heating and is easy to clean. It’s engineered to deliver even more color contrast and detail to the big screen. The L9H ensures consumers never have to sacrifice all of the features they expect from a traditional TV.

OSIM uDream Pro Well-Being Chair

The OSIM uDream Pro Well-Being Chair is the only well-being chair delivering an immersive VR experience with patented massage technology, allowing users to de-stress through all five senses. The OSIM uDream Pro allows users to measure, monitor, and manage stress through AI-powered technology, using the latest electrocardiogram (ECG) technology with biosensors that interpret tension signals in the body – unlike traditional massage chairs.

Epson EpiqVision Ultra LS800 4K PRO-UHD

Epson’s EpiqVision Ultra LS800 is a 4K PRO-UHD Ultra Short-Throw 3-Chip 3LCD Smart Streaming Laser Projector equipped with proprietary 4K PRO-UHD and 3-chip 3LCD technology, as well as UHD 5.2 million points of color and white brightness and full 1080p HD video processing. The Epson EpiqVision Ultra LS800 combines an advanced ultra short-throw lens with a laser array light source to produce vivid colors and deep black. The Epson EpiqVision Ultra LS800 also supports 4K HDR content with a refresh rate of 60 Hz and comes equipped with a dedicated HDMI port for gaming supporting 1080p/60 Hz signals. Integrated with the latest Android TV interface with built-in Google Assistant and an exclusive virtual surround system by Yamaha, the EpiqVision Ultra LS800 delivers the ultimate immersive performance while streaming.
Pronto by Cooking Pal

Following on from Multo, its successful multicooker, CookingPal is introducing Pronto, its Smart 8-in-one Pressure Cooker. Pronto brings a whole host of cooking functions into one single device. Functions include pressure cooking, slow cooking, searing, sautéing, steaming, and air frying with the smart air fryer attachment, as well as weighing, thanks to its integrated scale. It provides a seamless, convenient hands-off and safe cooking experience for people who want to out-smart traditional cooking, saving time and effort.

ViewSonic ELITE XG341C-2K

The ViewSonic ELITE XG341C-2K is a premium 34-in. gaming monitor. It features native 3440 by 1440 resolutions, HDMI 2.1 connectivity, a curved screen and fast 180+ Hz refresh rate. Gamers can immerse themselves in new worlds and experience games with ultra-smooth gameplay, lightning-fast response times, and VR-like immersion.

Nice/ELAN TP-12 with 8.7 Upgrade

ELAN control systems and touch panels are better than ever before when upgraded to the latest 8.7 software update. Adding to the sleek, modern design of the Nice/ELAN control panel – the latest 8.7 upgrade further engages homeowners’ and end users’ abilities to control multiple facets of their home from a single interface. Among the many major new easy-to-use features and enhancements are new direct control functionality, Bluetooth player capabilities, an easy access subcategory for utility management and the first-ever integration with the award-winning ZIGBEE devices.

JBL SPINNER BT Turntable from Harman

A Bluetooth-enabled turntable that plays vinyl records wirelessly in perfect time at 33 1/3 rpm for LPs and 45 rpm for 45s and singles. The SPINNER BT pairs easily with portable speakers, soundbars, and headphones via Bluetooth for wireless vinyl playback, with aptX HD encoding ensuring that the authentic sound of records isn’t compromised. For a wired connection, the turntable features an analog output with switchable moving magnet/air coil stage perfect for use with traditional component audio systems or active loudspeaker systems.

ViewSonic ColorPro VP64-OLED Portable Monitor

The ViewSonic ColorPro VP64-OLED portable display is a 6.4-in. portable monitor designed for creative professionals looking for exceptional color performance with forward-looking OLED technology. The smart and flexible foldable stand design allows for easy height adjustment for users to see the perfect angle. A protective screen cover doubles as a shading hood for a "dark room" on the road. Professional-grade features deliver rich color uniformity, accuracy, and enhanced details.

JBL Clip 4 Eco-Edition from Harman

This compact waterproof speaker with integrated carabiner is constructed with Recycled PCR, Post-Consumer Recycled plastic and 100 percent recycled fabric on the speaker grille. Its packaging is made from FSC-certified paper with biodegradable soy ink and free of plastics.

Schlage Encode Plus Smart Wi-Fi Deadbolt

This deadbolt is the first smart lock in North America to support Apple’s latest enhancement to the HomeKit experience with Home Keys compatibility. This update allows users to easily and securely access their homes using their iPhone and Apple Watch leveraging near-field communication (NFC). With a Home Key in Apple Wallet, homeowners have the convenience of Express Mode as they don’t need to unlock their phone or Apple Watch to open their lock. And with Power Reserve, users can tap to unlock for up to five hours after their iPhone battery dies.

JBL Quantum TWS Air from Harman

Featuring JBL QuantumSURROUND and a dual source connection to connect to both a PC and phone at the same time with the included ultra-low latency dongle, the headphones allow users a wireless gaming experience.

JBL ColorPro VP16-OLED Portable Monitor

This 16.5-in. portable display is designed for creative professionals looking for exceptional color performance. The smart and flexible foldable stand design allows for easy height adjustment for users to see the perfect angle. A protective screen cover doubles as a shading hood for a “dark room” on the road. Professional-grade features deliver rich color uniformity, accuracy, and enhanced details.

JBL Quantum 300 Sport

The JBL Quantum 300 Sport is a wireless in-ear sport headset that provides top-notch sound for music and calls. It features quick-charging, a flexible over-ear design, and an IPX5 water-resistant rating, making it perfect for workouts and outdoor activities.

Dolby Atmos as it was truly meant to be heard.

No matter what’s playing on the screen - rain falling on serene alpine mountain top or the guttural shaking thunder of a jet engine roaring past - KEF Uni-Q technology produces Dolby Atmos effects so vivid and accurate you will feel part of the scene.

Only KEF’s patented Uni-Q technology delivers accurate Atmos aural height information in any theater, regardless of the row and seat layout. No matter where your guests are sitting, everyone is guaranteed to experience the same crouch-inducing all-encompassing sonic experience.

Dolby, Dolby Audio, and the double-D symbol are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories. THX is a trademark of THX LTD. ©2021 THX LTD. All rights reserved.
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